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A b s t r a c t

A lattice gauge model with the phase transition corres-

ponding to spontaneous breakdown of the group center symmetry

is considered* It is shorn that the phase diagram, obtained

in multicolor case, separates phases with confined and non-

confined quarks. The possible continuum limit in the phase

*ith the permanently confined quarks is discussed*
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A promising approach to
:
%he problem of quark confinement

In Q.C.D. is based on the bymsnetry of the gauge group cen-

ter
 1
*

2
 . An ««'equate tool in attacking this problem are Wil-

eon lattice gauge theories Э. Although static quarks are oon-

fined in the framework of strong coupling expansions» there

remains a serious question - Do confinement and asymptotlo

freedom, observed in perturbation theory, coexist in the earn*

phase of the theory?

1, Recently, there were suggested *•' models with a phase

transition corresponding to spontaneous breakdown of the sym-

metry oi" the gauge group center. In the present paper, we

study a model with the same property. The lattice action of f

I

our model consists of two terms *)

She first one is a standard trace of the product отег four

elements, иЦ] , of SU(N) along the boundary ?/> ot the pla-

quette p . The sum over p runs over all plaquettes on

the lattice. The second te-nn is invariant under the transfor-

mation of U U] -» 2 [t] Ц [1] , where £[Cj takes values

in the group 1N ,

Many properties of the model (1) can be understood in

the limit of large H, i.e. К -юв for fixed y» and Л . In

the present paper, we found the phase diagram iti the A ,Д

plane. The obtained phase transition corresponds to sponta-

.*) In the naive local limit ( the lattioe spacing ?•» 0 at
fixed А, Л ), this action reduces to usual continuum Y
Mille action: Acilo*(u)+{№+tt/x)/z -JJV Tr$&(*)



ntcus breakdown of the symmetry of the f-auge group center.

The phase diagram separates phases with oonfined and non-

confined quarks*

2. Let us first find the phase diagram advertised above.

Our method is based on the consideration of equation of mo-

tion for the Wilson loop average. In the case of the standard

lattice nodal p corresponding equation was suggested in

paper °. Hare we derive an analogous equation taking into

account large fluctuations of variables of the group center.

This is a necessary step in considering our model (1).

It is convenient to represent the loop average as fol-

lows

*)Z €
where the total averaging is divided into the averaging over

ZN and SUdO/Z^. , dft(u) being corresponding Hear measure on

sa{S)/ZM . £{c) is the product of i[t] over ̂ € С . and

U(,C.) stands for the ordered product of UI&J •

In order to derive the equations of motion forW(c], we

use a standard trick of shifting variables in the functional

integral (2). 'She derivation of the equation resulting from

the infinitesimal variation of U ia quite similar to that in

the standard model . The derivation of the equation resul-

ting from the variation of the discrete variable, Z, is some-

what more cumbersome. However, in the case of large И, one

can substitute the integral over U(1) for the зит over Z
N
 in

Eq,(2). How, a standard trick may be used. The obtained infi-

nite set of equations possess to order O(1T* ) a factorized



solution

where 6i)£cJ satisfied the following equation

The equation for / (,CJ coincides with the equation for the

loop average in the coapact Abelian gauge theory

( Ji)

wbere 1/e*« A'tdl'ipJ • The operator Lv(x) in the L.H.S. of

Bqs.(4),(5) acts as follows

-il
г

%v(€) stands for the unit vector of the link £e C. The point

Y in the R,H.S. of Eqs.(4),(5) is defined es follows. If the

givan lisle € has a positive direction, then Y is the begin-

ning Of € • For the case of a negative one, Y is the end of£.

. . As was noted in paper , the equations of motion do not

eonpletly determine w £ c j t and should be accompanied by the

Bianchi identity. In the lattice theory, it takes such a

simple form

w • w (7)



Bq.<7) for W[c] ie satisfied, If both M.C} and tOfe} eatiafy

£q.(7), separately.

She faetorized ansats (3) for WjpJ of Eq.(2) ie a con-

sequence, at small Л , from the factorization In the pertur-

bation theory, valid for large Я ?. However, our method give*

the possibility to extend the factorisation at any Л •

A remarkable fact is that Sq«(4) for«*>(e) depends on the

bare aotion in a very simple form. One should only redefine

the coupling constant keeping the equation forminvariant*

Thus, <<>/c] and T£tj in Sq.O) coincide, after the redefini-

tion of the coupling constants, with the loop arerages In the

standard Z ^ and SU(H) gauge theories, respectively.

This result makes it possible to conclude that there

exists a phase transition over ft , the critical value being

] , (8)

where ^J» is a critical point of the ZN (or 0(1)) gauge mo-

del 8» A dependence of t^fif^ on JL is governed by Sq»(4)*

Itofortunately, above consideration is not a rigorous

proef at the phase transition because the asymptotlo behavior

of cd|&3 Is unknown* However, we were convinced that, for

small A t *be asymptotioe of the disorder parameter, cor- .

respoaAlag to fluctuations of the variables of the gauge

group cMrter, is ohanged at fi*J*t • Consequently, Bq.(8)

does dtftevalae the phase diagram»
• » •. . •

3* lew, let us consider a nature of the phase transition

described $м the previous Sect., and establlah its connection

with the qvorfe eonfinement. In dealing with this problem, we

use a new с«4**г*оп (S,B
#
Khokblachev

t
 unpublished) for the



quark confinement generalizing the well-known Wilson crite-

rion in the case of the lattice.Q.C,D. with light quarks.

Our criterion is based on the fact that quark fields

У(х) are nontrivial representation of the gauge group-center.

Under such transformation 4?(x) -* 2 t*) ' V(*) * where

Z(x)£ 2 ^ . For this reason one can define an amplitude,

(C[c2 t of any quark quantum numbers travelling over the

closed loop, C. To define K(cJ mathematically, one can do

the following» Let us consider the functional

)ftcltQ(itj}f (9)

where Action(U) i s given by Eq.O), and

fl*)p(e)ult]ile] H
e *

I is the beginning of the link t , and J+ & Ъз its end.

TL runs over all links and their orientations. ZL runs
6 *

over all sites on the lattice. Projector f> (6) s L*ff , with

fa the Dirac matrices, guarantees the lack of spare quark

exitations. Generally speaking, quark fields 4ffa) carry a

flavor index.

We see, from Eq.(9,1O), that quark travelling is per-

formed by means of subsequent jumps from one site to another

neighboring to it. If a quark passed over the contour C,

there appears a trace in the form of 2£c) . States which are

singlet representations of the group center, Z# , produce no

traces* Therefore, the amplitude for a quark passed over С

is given by

« — 7
л CO



As in the caae of the Wilson criterion, the asynptotice of

К £cj </* exp (-Area/r£ ) corresponds to the confinement phase»

but JCfcJ i/i ex? (-Longitude/rc) implies that quake are non-

confined.

For our model (1), Л[с] сын be found in the multicolor

liuit. Bamely, we show that

K[c] = Г [с], (щ
where PftJ is defined in Sect.2. To prove Eq.(12), we will

use the equation of motion. For this purpose, change the

variable lift] as above. After that the variation of dis-

crete variable,£[C] , yields an equation for К £cj which ie

just Eq,(5) forr(c] , and the Bianchi identity follows

immediately from the definition of &£tj . In deriving this

equation, we used the fact that quark loops are negligible

for large N .

The following conclusion can be drawn on the basis of

Eq.(12): the high- ( fl< fic(*) ) and low- ( fl>fic(X) ) tempera-»

ture phases of our model are those with confined and non-

confined quarks, respectively»

4* Our above results were based on the lattice gauge

model. It is interesting to discuss the possibility of the

continuum limit in the confinement phase* A usual way of con-

structing the local limit of lattice theories is the following.

Approach the lattice spacing A to zero and bare charges

to their critical values, keeping fixed correlation lengths.

If this is the case then the obtained continuum theory will

be Lorentz-invariant.

In order to discuss the possibility of euch a limiting



procedure, let us consider the phase diagram in Л » ft"'

plane. The phase diagram In determined by Eq.(8)» She

function

in the R.H.S. of Eq.(8) can be found frost the oelf-ooaei-

«tency condition

M» W

(14)

whioh is a consequence of Eq.(4). W* 8**« explicitly a

dependence of the coupling constant in Eq.(H)*

Eq.(H) has for spall Л a solution in the form ot

perturbation theory expansion* ?or large A , strong

coupling expansion yields

с ; * (15)

for the function in the L.H.3. of Eq.(14). In this case,

the self-consistency condition (14) has a unique solution»

x«0
t
 and consequently Aj (Л)*0. We expect this solution

to be valid up to some val re X * Л
с
 ^ / , as the parameter

of the strong coupling expansion is
 x
 /A • Thus, the

phase diagram in X » Л plane has a shape shown in Fig*1*
-i

confinement

non-confinemont

absence of quarks

fig.1. Phase diagranm corresponding to ppontaneous
• breaicdoyin of the center of SQ(JS) for large



All the above results were obtained in̂  the limit Ц

at fixed , Ji , Л • One can show that the correlation

length depends on M, at finite N, for Л>Л
С
 and vanishes

as H-»« . This implies that there exist only such field

configurations when a quark and its antipartner reside in

the same aite on the lattice, which'we call the absence of

quarks*

It is interesting to trace how the phase transition

discovered for the model (1) in the present paper agrees

with that of Yoneya * for his model. When JL« I , flvf
 f

our results are in fair agreement. An important consequence

for the model (1)at Л>2
С
 ,fi~M * )

t
 when our approach

cannot be used, follows from comparing with the Yoneya

model. It is quite natural to expect the critical tempera-

ture to be different from zero (y>
c
 = const./H

a
 for^-Яе).

The obtained phase diagram of Fig. 1 allows us to come

to some conclusions about a possibility of Lorentz-invariant

continuum limit in the confinement phase. One should tend

Л to zero which is required by asymptotic freedom over

the factor group, and A to its critical value уЗ„-О ,

keeping fixed the correlation lengths in Г[
С
1 and tj£cJ when

Q-+O • The local theory obtained in this way has two cor-

relation lengths, their relation being a free parameter.

In principle, another way to obtaine a local theory

with asymptotic freedom might have been to tend ft-»O when

Л > Я.£ . However, such a theory has no relativistic limit,

since as mentioned above the correlation length vanishes

for X>AC t p~ I . The correlation length will become

*) The limit Л»"*/* "i is of interest because this is a
way arriving at the standard Wilson model.



finite for N
l
/f^i

 t
 but as pointed out above we ezpec%

that taking the limit ft/i'+O , required oy asymptotic

freedom, one arrires at the phase with non-confined quarks,

Ihie question will be considered in more derail in tha full

publication.

Our local theory with confined quarks guarantees

asymptotic freedom over Л • i. problem concerning the

properties of Zŷ  gauge theory when й-»/»-О has not been

studied at present» It is evident thai both this problem

and the properties of Q»C»D» with two correlation lengths

are of great interest and deserve the future investigation»
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